Approach to Acute Abdominal Pain: Practical Algorithms
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Abstract

Context: Acute abdominal pain is one of the most common complaints of patients admitted to emergency units. This study aimed to propose a new approach to abdominal pain by designing a more structured diagnostic workup for physicians.

Evidence acquisition: A comprehensive review of relevant articles and algorithms presented in books and websites was conducted. Approaches which were relevant to the study concept, were selected.

Results: Seven algorithms were introduced with respect to the site of abdominal tenderness. The mainstay of these algorithms was differential diagnosis of the tenderness site.

Conclusion: Based on the findings, the designed approach can prevent confusion among physicians and reduce requests for many unnecessary paraclinical tests, which delay the final diagnosis and impose unacceptable costs on patients and healthcare systems.
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Context

Abdominal pain is one of the most common complaints of patients admitted to emergency units, accounting for approximately 4–5% of emergency department visits (1-3). Recent studies show that self-referrals due to abdominal pain, as well as primary care physician referrals to emergency departments, have increased, imposing heavy burdens on emergency surgical care providers (4). Generally, suggesting a rational differential diagnosis and planning a suitable diagnostic and management approach have always been challenging for primary care physicians when treating patients with abdominal pain. One challenging aspect of abdominal pain treatment is the request for appropriate paraclinical diagnostic tests (5). In fact, performing many unnecessary laboratory tests and radiological imaging procedures not only delays the final diagnosis, but also imposes significant costs. Among different body parts, the abdomen and abdominal problems have always intrigued researchers (2). Overlaps in the initial presentations of benign and life-threatening pathologies, nonabdominal source of pain, and presentation of atypical signs and symptoms rather than the classic ones, which may also vary with age, sex, and comorbidities, are among confounding factors for timely and accurate diagnosis of abdominal pain (1, 6). Therefore, examination and management of abdominal pain should start with precise history-taking and complete physical examination, followed by the selection of proper diagnostic laboratory tests and imaging modalities to establish a diagnosis. With this background in mind, the purpose of the present study was to design a stepwise approach for first-line physicians treating patients with abdominal pain.

Evidence acquisition

An extensive search of Medline, PubMed, EMBASE, databases was conducted to identify relevant studies published during 1950-2017 (December 2017), using the following keywords: “abdominal pain”, “diagnostic approach”, “algorithm”, and “management”. In addition, we searched for images of algorithms using Google search. All articles were screened by two independent authors for relevance to the study goals. The selected studies were reviewed, and those including stepwise diagnostic algorithms were included in our algorithm.

Results

Finally, 10 management algorithms were selected for acute abdominal pain; some were used for...
specific age or disease groups, while some were based on the site of pain (1). The algorithms used some common points in history-taking and physical examination for a systematic approach. The differences were mainly related to the point of start, target age, and type of complaint. Overall, the most common factors, which should be considered when selecting the best line of management, include age, sex, ethnicity, occupation, social habits, onset of pain, location of pain, duration of pain, pain variations, quality of pain, radiation, concomitant symptoms, aggravating factors, and relieving factors (1-3, 7-14).

One common approach among all abdominal pain algorithms was that they all considered pain as a subjective symptom in their approach. The main problem of this approach is that the location of pain is sometimes different from the main pathology site, and it seems that physical examination can play a more important role. Therefore, in this approach, the site of abdominal tenderness is suggested as the main indicator. This approach provides more accurate information about the exact location of intra-abdominal pathology and suggests a more targeted diagnostic line.

We designed our algorithms based on the site of abdominal tenderness: right upper quadrant; left upper quadrant; epigastric; right lower quadrant; left lower quadrant; suprapubic; and generalized tenderness (Figures 1-7). We also established some rules for constructing our algorithms:
The request for all para-clinical tests should be based on the primary differential diagnosis, following history-taking and physical examination. It is not rational to blindly request different laboratory and imaging tests. In fact, it is necessary to request for tests based on the differential diagnosis.

There is no need to request for all the planned para-clinical tests at the same time, as some may become unnecessary during the diagnostic process.
The algorithms are designed for first-line physicians, who plan the primary approach for patients. The results or each step of the diagnostic process determines the next step.

The algorithms are only designed for primary diagnostic management in emergency units to be used by emergency medical specialists, family physicians, or general physicians.

**DISCUSSION**
This type of approach to abdominal tenderness seems to have many advantages for physicians, who have the first contact with patients in emergency units. First, the algorithms are based on a common differential diagnosis of the abdominal tenderness site; therefore, they are more targeted and prevent waste of resources due to un-purposeful imaging and laboratory test requests. Second, they help physicians devise a logical and cost-effective approach in the clinical decision-making process by requesting paraclinical data based on the available data to establish the final diagnosis. This type of approach prevents confusion among physicians and reduces requests for unnecessary paraclinical tests, which can delay the final diagnosis and impose unacceptable costs.

**CONCLUSIONS**
Based on the findings, the designed approach can prevent confusion among physicians and reduce requests for many unnecessary paraclinical tests, which delay the final diagnosis and impose unacceptable costs on patients and healthcare systems.
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Figure 1: An algorithm for generalized abdominal tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)
Figure 2: An algorithm for epigastric tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis).
Figure 3: An algorithm for right upper quadrant tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)
Figure 4: An algorithm for left upper quadrant tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)
Figure 5: An algorithm for right lower quadrant tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)
Figure 6: An algorithm for left lower quadrant tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)

DDX:
- COLONIC: Colitis, Diverticulitis, IBD, IBS
- GYNECOLOGIC: Ectopic pregnancy, Fibroids, Ovarian Mass, Torsion, PID
- RENAL: Nephrolithiasis, Pyelonephritis
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Figure 7: An algorithm for suprapubic tenderness (IMG: Imaging; LAB: Laboratory Data; HX: History; DDX: Differential Diagnosis)